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Boutique AV transforms home theatre into a cinema experience

Executive Summary

Boutique AV are a Melbourne based custom installation company, providing world class home cinema and high quality audio visual 
solutions, security and technology services for residential and commercial projects.

Their client had an existing home cinema installed in their home, but they were not happy with the set-up, and engaged Boutique AV 
to develop a solution to modify and improve the room.

The Brief

Boutique AV’s client engaged them to develop a fully integrated 
technology solution for their home. Unfortunately they were 
disappointed in the first attempt to setup a home theatre room with 
another AV company and were looking for a complete solution.

The design team at Boutique AV listened carefully to what the client 
wanted to achieve from this space.  The brief was to create a space that 
offered innovative AV equipment combined with high quality aesthetics.

The Solution

Boutique AV designed, project managed and custom installed the 
theatre room with fully integrated AV solutions put in place.  The wall 
panels, DMX lighting, AV system and star light ceiling were installed by 
Boutique AV.  GNS cabinet makers built and installed the joinery for the 
light boxes.

BEFORE makeover

The end result was a completely different, creatively styled room 
which blends in well with the rest of the home, both functionally and 
aesthetically.  A secluded area for entertainment without any causing 
or receiving interruptions from others was created; this is now both a 
perfect room for the family to spend time together, plus a special room 
for the kids and their friends.
 
Product solutions featured in the set-up

The room has been configured into a Dolby Atmos cinema with a 
total of 13 speakers installed.  All speakers used are Sonance In-Wall 
cinema speakers powered by their own Sonance DSP Amplifiers back 
at the equipment rack.  Every speaker is digitally sound processed for 
the best possible listening experience.  Two subwoofers have been 

installed and technically positioned to provide the ideal bass at the 
seating positions.  All sound is processed by an Integra DHC-80.6 Dolby 
Atmos enabled 11-channel processor-preamplifier.

The room is now fully functional via an iPad that is mounted plus 
removable from the wall thanks to an inductive powered LaunchPort 
wall station.  The iPad has been programmed to run with a single touch 
of an icon to automatically control all colours of the lighting, set heating 
and cooling, as well as open and close blinds.  The iPad can also be 
used to control the AV system and even switch the bar fridge on and off 
to help create a quiet space when a movie is playing.

The Amber Technology brands used

• Integra Dolby Atmos Processor pre-amp
• Sonance DSP-8-130 Amplifier
• Sonance Cinema Series In-Wall cinema speakers
• Sonance Cinema Series In-Ceiling speakers for Atmos effect
• iPort LaunchPort wall station

Home owners’ reaction

The homeowners cannot stop raving about how much they use the 
room since Boutique AV built it.  They especially comment on the 
sound quality from the Sonance and Integra products and how much 
more time they spend together as a family in this space.

“We rarely used our theatre room after the first attempt by another AV 
installer.  Since the transformation by the Boutique AV team, it is now by 
far the most popular room in the house and is certainly a special place 
for the whole family to enjoy.”

“We are amazed by the sensory overload from our newly renovated 
home theatre.  Boutique AV went above and beyond to create what we 
feel is a genuine home cinema space.”
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